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PGCE IT 2001-2002:  Lesson plan pro-forma Abi Okuyemi ITPGCE 01/02

Topic Logo commands Date 8 October 2001

Title: Draw a house using logo commands Time 60 mins

Class: 8 Room: as advised.

Lesson no 2 in a sequence of 3 lessons

Aim
1.  Know basic Logo commands
2.  To draw a house using logo commands
3.  Be able to write procedures in Logo which involve variables and repeats

Learning Objectives
All pupils should be able to understand that the turtle move in angle around 360
degrees.
All pupils should be able to write commands: PU, PD, FD, and RT.
Most pupils should be able to include the commands used in set 1, break the task
down into smaller bits and use procedures to draw each of these bits
Some pupils should be able to use the repeat commands and use variables

Key Questions
How does the turtle move around on the screen?
What command do we write to make the turtle go forward?
What command do we write to make the turtle turn right and an angle (90o degrees)?
What command do we write to make the turtle move forward without writing?
How can break down these commands into smaller tasks?
What are procedures and how can we declare them?
What a variables and how can we declare them?

Resources
PCs
Logo software
Whiteboards and coloured pens
Notes or Lists of Logo commands

Links with IT NC/GCSE
Developing ideas strand of the National Curriculum
Links to Scheme of Work “Control and monitoring”

Link with previous lesson
Pupils were introduced to basic Logo commands and are able to draw turn right (at rt
90) turn left (rt 90) forward 100 units (fd 100 ) and were able to draw able to draw a
simple four cornered box.
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Time Pupil Activity Teacher Activity Resources

5 mins Listening Explaining the day’s
objectives to pupils

Whiteboard

5 mins Gives suggestions when
called to control

Recap on last weeks
commands on Logo
Brainstorming

Whiteboard &
coloured pens

25 mins Using notes to draw the
house on the computer

Going round to ensure
pupils are doing what they
are expected to do
(reinforcing)

Computer and Notes

10 mins Taking notes Demonstrating how to
write procedure and
variables.

Whiteboard and
Notes

10 mins Use notes to construct
procedure and variables on
the computer

Going round to see if
pupils are on task

Computer

3 mins Listening Summary of the days
lessons and inform pupils
of homework

Homework
book/diary/notebook

2 mins Clearing up Clearing up --------

Homework/extension to next lesson Finish off work

Give handout on homework to write
different procedures with variables

Differentiation - alternative activities Some pupils to write less procedures and
some pupils to write more procedures

Whoever is able to finish quickly will have
to draw other objects they think a house
should have.  E.g. trees, gates etc.


